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ABSTRACT
MTG programme has been established through
cooperation between ESA and EUMETSAT. This
programme will provide access to space-acquired data
for meteorological purposes. The mission will
encompass two different satellite concepts, the MTG-I
imager and the MTG-S sounder, hosting as main
payloads: Flexible Combined Imager (FCI) and Infrared
Sounder (IRS) instruments, respectively.
SENER, with OHB Systems (Munich) as direct
customer, is responsible for MTG Scan Assembly (MTGSCA), which constitutes the subsystem in charge of the
scanning function of mirror M0 of both instruments
according to a defined scan law.
This paper will focus on the description of the overall
design of the SCA and will provide the details of the
qualification campaign with emphasis in those aspects
specific of the SCA.
INTRODUCTION
MTG Scan Assembly, MTG-SCA, constitutes the
subsystem in charge of the scanning function of mirror
M0 of the FCI and IRS Telescope Assemblies.
The main objective of this subsystem is to achieve the
Telescope Assembly Mirror (TA M0) scanning by
orienting M0 in two axes following a dedicated scan law
(one for FCI and one for IRS). This function must be
achieved according to the requested performances
(pointing, optical quality…) and any of the operational
environments.
In achieving its functionality, the MTG-SCA flight
system includes the following main elements:
 The SCAU, Scan Assembly Unit – Hosts the
respective mechanisms of N/S and E/W axis plus
the respective position sensors and the mobile
harness. It hosts as well the mirror and its thermal
control HW.
 The SCAE, Scan Assembly Electronics – It is in
charge of controlling and powering the SCAU
mechanisms.
 Harness – The instrument harness, going from the
two main units to the respective connection
brackets.
 Control algorithms – These algorithms will
implement the SCA control laws.

SCA systems developed for IRS and FCI are initially
conceived as a common design valid for both of them.
However, there are cases in which this commonality is
lost due to the specific performances, functionality or
operability to be carried out.
SCAU MECHANISM DESCRIPTION
Overall Architecture
The function of the SCAU is to support and provide 2axes motion for the scanning mirror. The SCAU consists
of two separate single axis rotation mechanisms:
North/South (N/S) mechanism and East/West (E/W)
mechanism. E/W mechanism is mounted above the N/S
mechanism.
The E/W rotation shaft is connected to an actuator and an
angular position sensor (optical encoder). The shaft is
supported by two flexural pivots (FP), and it carries the
scan mirror. The mirror is the object to be moved and
precisely positioned during the scan movement.
The main general function of the E/W mechanism is to
smoothly rotate a scan mirror to scan the Earth in its
longitude. In order to minimize friction sources, no
sliding surfaces are used, only flexural elements hold the
rotational axis.
The N/S rotation mechanism is mounted at the base of
the yoke which supports the pivots of the E/W axis. The
N/S mechanism also includes an actuator and an angular
position sensor. The N/S shaft is supported by means of
two flexural pivots.
Two scan instruments are required: one for FCI and one
for IRS. At SCAU level, the differences between the two
instruments are:
• Mirror X dimension: the axial length-X of FCI is
slightly smaller than the IRS.
• Initial position of the mirror: at 30º for FCI and at 45º
for IRS.
• Range of motion:
- for IRS: E/W +/- 5.4 deg and N/S +/- 9.7 deg.
- for FCI: E/W +/- 5.37 deg and N/S +/- 6.87 deg.
The system is completed with the Launch Locking
Device (LLD) able to fix and release the overall assembly
with a unique actuator.
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SCAU Mechanisms
Each axis has been built by means of specifically
designed flexural pivots. The NS pivots have to be
designed to be flexible to limit the motor torque and
enough strength to withstand the gravity loads of EW
Subassembly mass when the NS axis is horizontal. The
gravity loads in the EW pivots are rather smaller but each
one of them have to be enough stiff to keep in position
the encoder and motor rotor. As a result of that, SENER
had to design and develop three different pivots. All of
them have a monolithic design and made by Electrostatic
Discharge Machining (EDM). One of the key points in
the design of the SCAU is to ensure the critical items are
not damaged during launch. For that, the mechanism
includes a set of displacement limiters or snubbers
around pivots, encoder and motors. Although the design
of the pivots started during a predevelopment project, the
manufacturing
process
required
significant
improvements to guarantee the required fatigue life.

Another key point for the success of the SCAU
performances is the driving of the mechanical design to
minimise the susceptibility to received microvibrations.
The control of the mechanical amplification of these
filters required the implementation of the magnetic
dampers.

Figure 2. SCA-I FM1 (left) and SCA-S QM (right)
Thermal Control

Figure 1. SCAU Design
The SCAU includes two voice coil motors designed by
CEDRAT which are different for each of the axis. Those
motors were presented in Ref. [4].
CODECHAMP was selected as the responsible of the
development of the absolute optical encoders for this
project. See Ref [2].
The mirror is quite large arriving to 500 mm in one
direction and 340 mm in the EW axis direction. The
mirror is made of SiC and was designed and
manufactured by REOSC. Apart from the optical
performances, one of the key points in its design was the
mechanical design and the interfaces, due to the fact that
the mirror has to be supported during launch just at one
diagonal requiring that the torque developed during
launch is locally withstood.
The first modes of the yoke working as a cantilever beam
lead to significant rotational accelerations at the mirror
interfaces. The fact that the mirror interfaces are designed
due to the rotational accelerations inputs required to
design a specific mirror vibration tooling which provides
this specific load.

The stability of the mirror pointing independent of the
environment temperatures required the implementation
of four operational thermal control lines. One in the
mirror, two additional ones for each of the encoders and
another one controlling the interface plate. In addition
two extra survival lines were required for nonoperational modes.
The routing of the control and monitoring thermistors
lines together with the need of the heaters lines lead to a
significant number of wires to be routed through the NS
axis (64 lines). As the basic rule to achieve the pointing
is to have a predictable resistive torque a design of
flexible harness which were fully elastic had to be
developed.
Launch Locking device
The objective of the Launch Locking Device (LLD) is the
fixation of both axis (E/W and N/S) and prevent the
pivots from excessive loads during launch. The LLD is a
remotely resettable mechanism that locks/releases both
axis by the actuation of one only actuator.
The LLD is based on a simple four-bar linkage
mechanism moved by a spindle nut system, which is
actuated by a stepper motor with a planetary gearhead.
The linkage pushes an arm that preloads the unit in both
N/S and E/W directions. Fiberslip bushings have been
included in the linkage beams joints. To support the
spindle, the system includes a pair of superduplex
angular contact ball bearings. In the offloading
structures, dissimilar materials have been used as 15-5PH
steel and Ti6Al4V coated with Balinit©. The contact
surfaces geometry consists in torus – torus profiles for the
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EW offloading structures and, Cone- Sphere for the NS
ones. The locking/unlocking status of the system is
detected by microswitches located at the extreme
positions of the nut. See Ref. [1] for further details of the
LLD.

SCAU models were built of each one of the
configurations STM-I and STM-S. Both models were
subjected to qualification test levels and were used to
improve the flight design and also test setups. Thanks to
them, flight design was completed and today four units
have been fully assembled; two IRS and two FCI models.
One of the IRS units started the qualification and life
tests. Two additional FCI FM units and one IRS FM are
under assembly.
QUALIFICATION TESTS

Figure 3. SCAU LLD General Overview
Pointing Control
The pointing control is in charge of dynamic performance
of the scanner, which is defined by the following three
aspects: the pointing performance, the disturbance
rejection, and the exported disturbances (forces and
torques). The specification provides an extensive
number of requirements to define these aspects.
Consequently, the control design is a delicate task, as
some of the later requirements have a rather conflicting
nature. In addition, the design must consider the complex
system dynamics with flexible modes, disturbances (e.g.
micro-vibration and encoder harmonics [2]), delays and
uncertainties.
DEVELOPMEN APPROACH
The development of the SCAU started with the design
and manufacturing of a Development Model to
demonstrate key features of the design. This nearly full
model of the SCAU was developed to demonstrate
feasibility of:
 Flexible harness
 Pivots design
 Control strategies
 Mechanical filters
 Launch locking system to demonstrate survival
of the pivots and encoders
To be sure that the life test of the SCAU is successful two
items were subjected to life tests: flexible harness and
pivots, as part of the test required for the validation of
their manufacturing processes.
The tests on samples of the flexible harness was
successful and all the samples withstood the full life
required. However, the samples of the pivots provided
erratic results showing some of them small margins.
From this initial test of the samples, we learnt that the
process of the pivots manufacturing needed to be
improved.
Once the concept was demonstrated, two complete

To complete the qualification, the SCAU items that have
to be subjected to a life test are: flexural pivots, flexible
harness and LLD. For the first two, as are elastic based
components, the life test cycles can be performed at
ambient. However, in the case of the LLD, as it contains
lubricated components and also components based on
friction, the life test has to be performed in a
representative environment. In this way, the life test
cycles are performed in the SCAU QM at different
environments and stages of the test campaign:
-

-

On-ground cycles, simulating worst case on ground
gravity loads, including cycles at Sener and
customers levels, performed at ambient.
Vibration Testing, covering vibration time
corresponding to one qualification and duration of
acceptance tests to be performed at different levels.
It will be performed at each X, Y, Z axis.
In-orbit cycles in vacuum conditions, only for the
LLD; included within the TVAC test sequence.
In-orbit cycles at ambient, without gravity loads;
cycles for pivots and flexible harness; at ambient.

Functional Tests
Due to the fact that the SCAU is based on flexible
components, the gravity affects the behaviour of the
mechanism. One of the most challenging tasks was to
make the mechanism work properly when the gravity is
actuating along different directions, as well as getting the
correct configuration for representing the in orbit
behaviour.

Figure 4. SCAU in X gravity orientation
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Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the signature of current versus
angle for each of the axis, when gravity actuating in 3
different orientations. It can be seen the effect on the
required current to move the mechanism as a
consequence of the changes in the position of the CoG
due to the gravity orientations.

Grav X
Grav Y
Grav Z

Figure 5. EW Current&Position Curve – 3 gravity
orientations

Figure 7. SCAU in Y gravity orientation

Grav X
Grav Y
Grav Z

Figure 6. NS Current & Position Curve – 3 gravity
orientations – With Mirror Cover

Figure 8. 1st and Last Current&Position Curve – 1GX

Initial life testing at ambient
Since pivots blades are identical for the 3 types of pivots
(NS and EW pivots), life qualification cycles were
performed on pivots of IRS NS axis, as they had a wider
range of movement, allowing in this way to reduce the
total time of the test. The scan laws for FCI and IRS do
not require that the EW axis reaches the maximum
rotation angle in each cycle. Therefore, an equivalent
number of cycles at maximum angular range was
obtained, based in equivalence in cumulative damage.
Table 1.- On ground Pivots Cycles
Rotation Angle
Gravity
Cycles*FoS
Orientation
[deg]
1GX
5,84E+03
9,70
1GY
2,30E+04
9,70
1GZ
1,16E+04
9,70

Figure 9. 1st and Last Current&Position Curve – 1GY
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Vibration testing
The test duration for the QM was modified in order to
cover the cumulative number of vibration tests expected
for the flight hardware: two acceptance and one
qualification tests were covered. For getting the two
acceptance test in the same run, the time was doubled for
random whereas the sweep rate was decreased to the half
for sine test.

Figure 10. 1st and Last Current&Position Curve – 1GZ
In all cases, the signature of current versus angle is the
same before and after the test, demonstrating that the
stiffness of the mechanism did not change and no
degradation of the performances occurred during the test.
In the case of the LLD, a Functional Life Cycle includes
the action of locking (until the Lock Switches are
detected) followed by a complete unlocking (until the
Unlock Switches are detected). The number of LLD
Functional Life Cycles operations on ground are 308
cycles after including safety factors.
The correct behaviour of the mechanism along the
evolution of the test was verified by checking the
motorization margin of the mechanism. It was checked
by tuning the motor current to the worst case current
when applying the margins and uncertainty factors in a
conservative way.
Table 2.- LLD Motorization Margin Current
Motorization
Nominal
FoS Margin
Current
Current
Lock
Unlock

550 mA
550 mA

1,5
1,5

2
1,5

183 mA
244 mA

In the QM the test sequence was slightly modified to
verify the behaviour of the separable contact surfaces in
the mechanism in the worst case scenario, this is, in
vacuum at minimum operational temperature. Thus, the
mechanism was locked for the qualification vibration and
shock tests, and remained in this configuration to enter in
the vacuum chamber without any intermediate unlock.
Consequently, functional tests could not be performed
until the mechanism was in the vacuum chamber at
minimum operational temperature. In that condition, the
mechanism was operated and verified that not damages
during previous tests had occurred, concluding that the
SCAU QM-S had undergone the vibration test campaign
successfully.
Thermal Vacuum Testing
As stated before, the mechanism remained in locked
configuration since the preparation for the vibration test
until the first plateau at qualification minimum
operational temperature (TO_MIN) of the thermal
cycling test. The LLD was actuated in vacuum at
TO_MIN using the minimum motorization margin
current, verifying the unlocking margin in worst case
conditions. Successful release at cold with the gravity in
Z (worst case) after vibration was verified, demonstrating
also the separation of contact interfaces in vacuum and
cold conditions. Motorization margin for both locking
and unlocking operations was also verified at different
temperatures along the test.

Apart from this, a pull in test was also performed to
measure the minimum current to move the mechanism.
However, as the required torque to move the LLD varies
along the stroke and so does the current, the pull in torque
was performed always at the same point of the stroke. As
there was not any sensor to check or monitor the
movement of the mechanism along the stroke, this
verification could be done only at ambient when there
was visual access to the LLD.
Same results were obtained from the initial and final pull
in test after having performed the life test cycles, and the
minimum current to move the LLD at ambient was
120mA for locking and 100mA for unlocking.

Figure 11. SCAU-S QM - TVAC
Within the test sequence of the thermal vacuum test the
life test cycles corresponding to vacuum conditions at
TO_MIN were included. In this way, in the last plateau
at TO_MIN of the 8th thermal cycle, 49 functional life
cycles of the LLD were performed.
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The motorization margin of the mechanism was verified
at different stages of the test, as well as the pull in test
performed once the TVAC test was completed, obtaining
same results as in ambient, being the minimum current to
move the LLD at ambient 120mA for locking and 100mA
for unlocking. This is, no degradation of the
performances of the LLD was detected after having being
subjected to the complete life test.
Microvibration
One of the key points in the development was to ensure
fulfillment of the pointing requirements even in the case
that some levels of vibrations are induced in the base of
the SCAU.
For that purpose the transfer function between vibration
levels at the base of the SCAU and rotations of the mirror
are measured in the SENER microvibration facility.

Figure 14. SCAU Transfer Functions, RY and RX of the
mirror when input Rotation in Y Axis
Exported torques
The micro-vibration facility was also used to measure the
exported forces and torques. The next two figures show
for the FCI-1, first an example of the exported
forces/torques at the SCA interface including a transition
(u-turn), and second the exported torques at the satellite
center of gravity in the different frequency ranges during
all observation phases (swaths).
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Figure 12. SCAU at SENER microvibration facility
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Figure 15. Force/Torque at SCA IF and currents

Figure 13. SCAU Transfer Functions, RY and RX of the
mirror when input Displacement in Y Axis
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Figure 18. Stability Tests EW Angle- Interferometers
(blue) and Encoders Measurements (cyan 0.2urad
resolution)
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Figure 16. Observation torque SAT CoG
Figure 16 shows in each frequency range and x-y-z
component, the exported disturbances in the observation
phases, and the required limit (black line). The total
torque (blue) at Satellite center of gravity is the addition
of two contributors: the force at SCA I/F (green), and the
torque at SCA I/F (red). In addition, the figure includes
the background noise values, which are depicted as
dashed horizontal lines with the same color code. It can
be seen at the force contributor (green) is the major
contributor, this is due to the long lever arm from the
SCA I/F to the SAT CoG. Moreover, in many cases the
background noise is rather significant. This means that
the surrounding noise is amplified by the system
“STONE + SCA” modes
Pointing
The measurement of the pointing performances required
the use of sensors one order of magnitude more precise
than the 25 bit encoders mounted in the SCAU. This need
lead us to the use of interferometers to measure the two
rotational angles of the mirror.
The disadvantage of this was the limitation in the angular
range and hence the range of the Scan law used for the
verification of the pointing.
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Figure 19.Reduced Scan Law for Pointing within the
interferometer visibility window. The colour dots (from
cold blue to hot red) are 0.1 seconds separated. The
magenta dots indicate limits of the observation phases
The next figure shows the scanning errors;
 PE Pointing Error as the difference between
commanded and interferometers angles.
 KE Knowledge Error as the difference between
encoder and interferometers angles
 CE Control Error as the difference between
commanded and encoder angles.
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Figure 17. Stability Tests NS Angle- Interferometers
(blue) and Encoders Measurements (cyan 0.2urad
resolution)
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Figure 20. Pointing errors during reduced scan law.
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Life Testing
As stated before, life qualification cycles are performed
on pivots of IRS NS axis due to their wider range of
movement which allows reduce the time of the test.
During the in orbit life, the level of stress for the pivots
are driven by the rotation; for this reason, the most
accurate way to simulate these conditions is by testing the
in orbit cycles in the SCAU using a test set up that
removes the effect of the weight of the different pieces
(at least up to 90% of the weight) in the NS Pivots.
Table 3.- In orbit Life N/S Pivots Equivalent Cycles
Rotation Angle
Gravity
Cycles*FoS
Orientation
[deg]
1GZ
4,5E+05
9,70

CONCLUSION
Qualification of the SCAU is nearly completed
demonstrating that the design:
- Pointing performances has demonstrated by
measurements.
- Susceptibility to received microvibrations has been
measured.
- Exported torque has been measured and values are
within the required limits.
- Withstand launch loads demonstrated in QM and
also two STMS and one FM
- Correct behaviour of the separable contact surface in
the mechanism, after having undergone vibration
and release in vacuum in cold conditions.
- LLD
successfully
overcame
357
cycles
(Lock+Unlock operation) 308 cycles were at
ambient and 49 cycles in vacuum conditions; not
having been modified its performances.
- The SCAU QM has successfully passed a significant
part life testing with the cycles at ground and
vibrations tests which means 30% of the life damage.
Full life cycles tests should be finalised at the date of
the Symposium.
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